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About Us
Izven; With its over 20 years experienced managerial sta�, manufacture and montage 
systems that institutions and organizations need about air-conditioning and ventilation 
systems.

Our aim; is to meet our customers’ expectations in the best way in terms of quality, price 
and logistics and always be their primary preferred business partner.

As Izven we are proud of being a company that meets the customer satisfaction and 
expectations timely and with competitive prices by combining its past experience and 
accumulation with its total quality understanding, follows the developing technology 
closely without sacrificing from its quality, puts emphasis on honesty and after-sales 
service, applies a fast production system by prioritizing the quality.

Our Vision
In parallel with the development and alteration experienced in the sector, to put signature 
to accurate solution and implementations with the support of professional management 
and expert technical sta�, to achieve customer satisfaction by aiming continuity as a 
believed, trusted, respected, constructive and leader institution.

Our Mission
Environment conscious, faithful to the society, to its customers and employees, accepting 
the ethical rules stated in the legal framework as a tying clause, following the developing 
innovations, implicating these innovations in the projects and implementations, taking 
human as a base in each project and synthesize the determined needs.s.
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AIR
HANDLING
UNITS

Our air handling units consist of 14 main and 
42 intermediate models and we produce 
flexible solutions for heating, cooling and 
ventilation systems depending on the need 
between the capacity ranges of
1500 m3/h – 140.000 m3/h.

AREAS OF USAGE; 

Hotels, Hospitals, Cinemas, Restaurants, 
Fairgrounds, Pharmaceutical plants, Chemical 
Industry, Automotive, Shopping Centers, 
Housings, Textile Factories, Food and Paper 
Industry.
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HYGIENIC
AIR 
HANDLING
UNIT

As İzven; we provide service as a whole where 
high engineering experience is required such 
as hospital, clean room, pharmaceutical 
production, microbiological laboratories, food 
industry and sensitive rooms and in design, 
consulting, project development and 
engineering turnkey mechanical commitment, 
material sales, after-sales maintenance and 
repair services, validation, qualification and 
training issues.

Our company which serves under quality 
management systems does turnkeys 
including the hygienic and comfort air 
conditioning and ventilation systems, 
ventilation installations, mechanical 
installations, filtration, electrical power control 
panels, automatic control and automation 
departments.
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DEHUMIDIFI-
CATION
UNIT

Humidifiers are devices that provide 
energy-saving humidity control for closed 
spaces. Walls and glass surfaces become 
sweated when temperature di�erence 
between indoor and outdoor environment is 
high in winter and when the temperature 
di�erence increase in cool summer evenings. 
When the humidity rate in the air exceeds 
60% to 65%, it starts to damage the space.

AREAS OF USAGE; 

Houses, storages, archives, museums, indoor 
pools, ice-skating rinks, fitness and health 
centers, greenhouses, cellars, constructing 
sector, corrosion prevent, water purification 
and filling plants.
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CELLED 
ASPIRATORS AND 
CELLED 
VENTILATORS

İzven celled aspirators are produced in 
capacities towards your need. The cell panels 
are covered with rock wool, glass wool and 
polyurethane with a thickness of 25mm or 
50mm. The fans used are either back or 
forward sloping (infrequent bladed) fans. In 
order to prevent vibration and noise, the 
contact of the fan and motor devices with the 
cell is provided by a convector. The pulley 
device is clamping bush and easily 
disassembled and assembled.

AREAS OF USAGE; 

They are used for meeting the needs of these 
spaces like workplaces, o�ces, cafes, markets, 
factories, restaurants, dining halls, meeting 
halls, etc.
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İzven İHRU model heat recovery units are the most economical ventilation 
solution in spaces that need clean air like o�ces, classrooms, meeting halls etc. 
They save energy by transferring the cold air energy in the space on the fresh 
air coming from outer environment in summer and by transferring the hot air 
energy in the space on the fresh air coming from outer environment in winter. 
As the ventilation process significantly reduces the operating costs and enables 
the e�cient use of energy, the investment costs are amortized very quickly. 
Since the height of the cabin is low, they can be mounted in suspended ceilings, 
inside elevated bases or between wall panels.

İGKU HEAT RECOVERY UNITS

HEAT RECOVERY UNITS

FAN-COIL

İzven İFC fan-coil devices are appropriate devices for schools, o�ces, hotels 
and similar places where independent air conditioning is required. They can be 
easily applied to existing buildings that do not have air conditioning system in 
their specifications.

 İFC        FAN-COIL 
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İSD   SLOT DIFFUSERS

İzven İSD model slot di�users are used as suction and blowing di�users in 
ventilation systems and the installation is bridged in standard. They are manu-
factured of specially rolled 6063 aluminum shape. Standard plating, except the 
curves, is done with electrostatic powder painting in RAL 9010 and 9016 color 
codes. According to the demand, other colors and anodized coating can also be 
done. The curves are coated with black anodic oxidation. The plenum box and 
corner piece are their accessories.

İzven İGA model disc valves in ventilation systems are generally used for 
ventilation of small spaces. They are manufactured from aluminum. Standard 
plating is done with electrostatic powder painting in RAL 9010 and 9016 color 
codes. According to the demand, other colors and anodized coating can also 
be done. They are produced as screwed in standard

İGA   DISC VALVES (ALIMINUM) 

İKA

This type curved di�users in İzven İKA model square anemostats ventilation 
systems are designed for ceiling applications. They are used in dispersive and 
collecting systems with their accessories to adjust and optimize air volume, 
depending on application requirements. They are manufactured of specially 
rolled 6063 aluminum shape. Standard plating is done with electrostatic 
powder painting in RAL 9010 and 9016 color codes. According to the demand, 
other colors and anodized coating can also be done. They are produced as 
screwed in standard. If a hole is not wanted in the frame, they are produced as 
a latch or spring system. Anemostat damper and plenum box are their 
accessorie

İYA  YCIRCULAR CEILING DIFFUSERS (CIRCULAR ANEMOSTATS)

İzven İYA model circular di�users are used as blowing di�user or suction 
element in ventilation systems. They are manufactured from aluminum. 
Standard plating is done with electrostatic powder painting in RAL 9010 and 
9016 color codes. They are produced as screwed in standard.

SQUARE CEILING DIFFUSERS (SQUARE ANEMOSTATS)

DIFFUSERS



SPECIAL DIFFUSERS
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İDEAL KONFOR DİFÜZÖRLERİ İKD

TELESKOPİK DİFÜZÖRLER          İTS

DÜŞÜK HIZLI DEPLASMANLI DİFÜZÖRLER          İDD

By VenGrup

İzven İKD model ideal comfort di�users are special units designed to perform 
four-season air distribution both in comfort air conditioning and industrial 
applications in areas with a ceiling at the height of 3.5 meters or more. Factories, 
concert halls, cinemas and fitness centers are the fields of application.

İzven İTS model telescopic di�users are special di�users developed for spaces 
with ceiling at the height of up to 60 meters. This model of telescopic di�users 
can be assembled on high walls or on ceiling. They provide the ideal comfort 
conditions by blowing the high flow air at the desired speed and to the desired 
position.

İzven İDD model low-speed displacement di�users are used for comfort 
air-conditioning in spaces with a ceiling at the height of 3.5 meters or more. 
Places such as conference rooms, classrooms, meeting rooms and supermar-
kets where low cost and non-turbulent displacement air conditioning system 
applications are performed, are the main areas of use.

IDEAL COMFORT DIFFUSERS  iKD

TELESCOPIC DIFFUSERS           İTS

LOW SPEED DISPLACEMENT DIFFUSERS          İDD
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SPECIAL DIFFUSERS
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İzven İZJN-2 model jet nozzles are products used for air conditioning and 
ventilation of the spaces requiring high blowing speed and long blowing 
distance. They have low pressure loss and low sound level. They can be 
connected directly to the circular ducts and their blowing directions can be 
adjusted manually.

İzven İZJN-1 model jet nozzles are products used for air conditioning and 
ventilation of the spaces requiring high blowing speed and long blowing 
distance. They have low pressure loss and low sound level. They can be 
connected directly to the circular ducts and their blowing directions can be 
adjusted manually.

İzven İDT model floor type di�users are prepared for theaters, concert, cinema 
and opera halls. The desired airflow can be easily adjusted with the rotary flow 
control damper. They perform air blowing at low speed and low sound level. In 
application they are placed freely under seat or furnishings. Mounting and 
demounting operations are easily accomplished.

İzven İDTK model convectors’ ideal application areas are window base, by this 
means they prevent condensation in addition to their heating properties and 
their main areas of usage are stores that have plate glass, restaurants and 
airfields. They are ventilation products that do not take up space and provide a 
homogenous heat distribution as they are placed in flooring concrete.

iDTK    FLOOR TYPE CONVETORS

İDT   FLOOR TYPE DIFFUSERS

İZJN-1  JET NOZZLES  (DOUBLE ROUND)

İZJN-2      JET NOZZLES (ONE ROUND)



HELICAL DIFFUSERS
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                  HELICAL BLOWING DIFFUSERS        İSDA-1

İzven İSDA-1 model helical blowing ceiling di�users are used to provide a 
homogeneous mixture with room air within very short distances. They are ideal 
air blowing terminal units for ceiling heights of 2.6 to 4 meters. They can be 
produced as plenum celled according to the demand.

HELICAL BLOWING DIFFUSERS       İSDA-2        
    

HELICAL BLOWING DIFFUSERS       İSDA-3        
    

HELICAL BLOWING DIFFUSERS       İSDA-5        
    

İzven İSDA-2 model helical blowing ceiling di�users are used to provide a 
homogeneous mixture with room air within very short distances. They are ideal 
air blowing terminal units for ceiling heights of 2.6 to 4 meters. They can be 
produced as plenum celled according to the demand.

İzven İSDA-3 model helical blowing ceiling di�users are used to provide a 
homogeneous mixture with room air within very short distances. They are ideal 
air blowing terminal units for ceiling heights of 2.6 to 4 meters. Air blowing 
direction can be adjusted. They can be produced as plenum celled according to 
the demand.

İzven İSDD-5 model helical blowing ceiling di�users are used to provide a 
homogeneous mixture with room air within very short distances. They are ideal 
air blowing terminal units for ceiling heights up to 15 meters. They can be 
produced as plenum celled according to the demand.

     ROTARY DIFFUSERS İDR

İzven İDR model rotary ceiling di�users are suitable for use in industrial ventila-
tion and comfort air conditioning systems. They are preferred in places with a 
ceiling height of 3.5 meters and higher such as; concert, meeting, cinema and 
theater halls, factories and supermarkets. Summer and winter blade angles are 
adjusted in order to provide e�ciency.
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DAMPERS
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İzven İKTF model duct type filters are designed to be mounted on the duct in 
application. Both ends have mounting flanges. All the filters are placed on the 
slides so that they can be easily removed and attached.

İKTF DUCT TYPE FILTERS

İFD         FIRE DAMPERS

İJK        BACK DRAFT DAMPER

İzven İVCY model circular flow control damper is used as an air regulating 
element in circular air ducts in ventilation systems. It is manufactured from 
galvanized sheet and sealing gasket is applied on the valve. The mounting is 
done with bolts. The servo-motor is its accessory.

İVCY CIRCULAR FLOW CONTROL DAMPERS

İVCD RECTANGULAR VOLUME CONTROL DAMPERS

İzven İVCD model air dampers are suitable for regulating or shutting o� the air 
flow in air ducts with rectangular or square cross-sections. The standart 
construction is the opposed blade type. The blades are manufactured from 
extruded 6033 quality aluminium profiles and the frame is produced from 
galvanized steel sheets.

İzven İJK model blind valves are elements that perform one-way air flow. There 
are 3 types of blind valves which are; mounted on the duct, mounted on the 
shot part of the outer wall and mounted on the suction part of the outer wall. 
The blades are interconnected for synchronous movement.

İzven İFD model fire dampers are used for limiting the fire area with the aim of 
preventing the fire from spreading around in ventilation systems. The body and 
blades are insulated as heat resistant and are manufactured as automatic 
shutdown or controlled in case of fire according to the demand.



GRILLES
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İzven İLM model linear grilles are mainly used on fan-coils and radiator tops 
and can be used as blowing and suction grill in practice. They are manufactured 
of specially rolled 6063 aluminum shape. Standard plating is done with electro-
static powder painting in RAL 9010 and 9016 color codes. According to the 
demand, other colors and anodized coating can also be done. They are 
produced as screwed in standard. If a hole is not wanted in the frame, it is 
produced as a latch or spring system. The grill damper, plenum box and blind 
casing are their accessories.

 SQUARE GRID GRILLES           İKP

İzven İTS model single bladed grilles are used in suction ducts in ventilation 
systems, the blades are moving in horizontal axis. They are manufactured of 
specially rolled 6063 aluminum shape. Standard plating is done with electro-
static powder painting in RAL 9010 and 9016 color codes. According to the 
demand, other colors and anodized coating can also be done. They are 
produced as screwed in standard. The grill damper is its accessory.

SINGLE BLADED + DUMPER GRILLES        İTS, İTS+DA

İzven İCS model double row bladed grilles are used in blowing ducts in ventila-
tion systems, the blades are moving in horizontal axis. They are manufactured 
of specially rolled 6063 aluminum shape. Standard plating is done with electro-
static powder painting in RAL 9010 and 9016 color codes. According to the 
demand, other colors and anodized coating can also be done. They are 
produced as screwed in standard. The grill damper is its accessory.

 DOUBLE ROW BLADED + DUMPER         İCS, İCS+DA

İzven İKP model grilles are used as suction grilles in ventilation systems. They 
are manufactured of specially rolled 6063 aluminum shape. Standard plating is 
done with electrostatic powder painting in RAL 9010 and 9016 color codes. 
According to the demand, other colors and anodized coating can also be done. 
They are produced as screwed in standard. If a hole is not wanted in the frame, 
it is produced as a latch or spring system.

LINEAR GRILLES            İLM
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GRILLES
İPM, İPM+DA PERFORE MENFEZLER
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İzven İLT model fiber holding grilles are used to keep the fibers found in the air 
drawn from the space in the ventilation systems. The sectors that are especially 
applied to raise the air quality are the places which needs clean air like textile 
and food production and health sector. They are suitable for DIN 4185 that is 
needed for textile sector. According to the demand, they can be manufactured 
as to be mounted with screws or springs in their recesses.

İLT FIBER HOLDING GRILLES

İYCS, İYCS+DA       DUMPER GRILLES FOR CIRCULAR DUCTS

İzven İTM model transfer grilles are used in air transfer between the spaces with 
the feature that the other side cannot be seen when viewed from the other side 
in the ventilation systems. They are manufactured of specially rolled 6063 
aluminum shape. Standard plating is done with electrostatic powder painting 
in RAL 9010 and 9016 color codes. According to the demand, other colors and 
anodized coating can also be done.

İTM DOOR AND WALL TRANSFER GRILLES 

İPM, İPM+DA PERFORATION GRILLES

İzven İPM model perforation grilles are used as blowing and suction grilles in 
ventilation systems. Their frames are manufactured of specially rolled 6063 
aluminum shape, their grill parts are manufactured of perforated DKP sheet. 
Standard plating is done with electrostatic powder painting in RAL 9010 and 
9016 color codes. According to the demand, other colors and anodized coating 
can also be done. Flow control dampers can be produced form aluminum shape 
as opposite or parallel bladed.

İzven İYCS model circular ducts are used with the aim of adjusting the air 
quantity in the ventilation systems. They are manufactured of specially rolled 
6063 aluminum shape. Standard plating is done with electrostatic powder 
painting in RAL 9010 and 9016 color codes. According to the demand, other 
colors and anodized coating can also be done. They are produced as screwed in 
standard. The grill damper and deflecting blades are their accessories.

İKK INSPECTION COVER

İzven İKK model inspection covers are used with the purpose of performing the 
controls and maintenance of the air conditioning equipment, e.g. air heating 
and cooling, air flow control devices, etc., which have been applied in the duct. 
They can be produced in special dimensions in customer demand except its 
standard production dimensions. The case is manufactured of specially rolled 
6063 aluminum shape. Standard plating is done with electrostatic powder 
painting in RAL 9010 and 9016 color codes.



VAV TERMINAL AND ACCESSORIES
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İzven İEH model duct type electric heaters are manufactured with safety 
thermostat. The blowing fan is designed to be mounted on the shooting nozzle. 
They are produced in single stage or triptych.

         DUCT TYPE ELECTRIC HEATER         İEH 

İzven İZCBD-1 model CAV mechanic stable flow regulators keeps the air flow at 
the desired level through a spring without using energy extrinsically. According 
to the rising condition of the pressure in the duct, the spring-operated vanes lift 
up to increase pressure loss to the increased air velocity and prevent the air 
flow increase.

CAV-MECHANIC STABLE FLOW REGULATOR (PRISMATIC)       İZCBD-1

İzven İVRS model CAV mechanic stable flow regulators keeps the air flow at the 
desired level through a spring without using energy extrinsically. According to 
the rising condition of the pressure in the duct, the spring-operated vanes lift 
up to increase pressure loss to the increased air velocity and prevent the air 
flow increase.

CAV-MECHANIC STABLE FLOW REGULATOR         İVRS 

İzven İDH-Y model circular section VAV units are the most economical and 
technological applications of ventilation technology. By controlling the amount 
of blown and discharged air proportionately, the space temperature is got 
under control. By providing reduce in the heating or cooling costs of the air and 
the cost of the pressurization, the operating cost is reduced.

 CIRCULAR SECTION VAV TERMINAL UNITS        İDH-Y

SQUARE SECTION VAV UNITS        iDH-D

İzven İDH-D model square section VAV units are the most economical and 
technological applications of ventilation technology. By controlling the amount 
of blown and discharged air proportionately, the space temperature is got 
under control. By providing reduce in the heating or cooling costs of the air and 
the cost of the pressurization, the operating cost is reduced.
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VenGroup VKFP model sand filtered exterior air louvers are designed to protect 
suction and throwing grilles at the points where the air ducts are opened to the 
outer environment, to prevent damage of sand grains and to prevent sound 
transmission.

VenGroup VDHP model exterior air louvres are used as suction and throwing 
grilles at the points where the air ducts are opened to the outer environment in 
the ventilation systems. They prevent the entrance of the fly, rain, bird etc. that 
can come from outside. They are manufactured of specially rolled 6063 
aluminum shape. Standard plating is done with electrostatic powder painting 
in RAL 9010 and 9016 color codes. According to the demand they can be made 
as natural aluminum anodized. They are produced as screwed in standard. The 
galvanized wire-mesh is its accessory.

EXTERIOR AIR LOUVERS

  SAND FILTERED EXTERIOR AIR LOUVERS          İKFP

Izven IZDYAP model sand filtered exterior air louvers are designed to protect 
suction and throwing grilles at the points where the air ducts are opened to the 
outer environment, to prevent damage of sand grains and to prevent sound
transmission.

SAND FILTERED EXTERIOR AIR LOUVERS        İZDYAP

Izven IZDHP-2 model circular exterior air louvres are used as suction and throwing 
grilles at the points where the air ducts are opened to the outer environment in the 
ventilation systems. They prevent the entrance of the fly, rain, bird etc. that can 
come from outside. They are manufactured of specially rolled 6063 aluminum 
shape. Standard plating is done with electrostatic powder painting in RAL 9010 
and 9016 color codes. According to the demand they can be made as natural 
aluminum anodized. They are produced as screwed in standard. The galvanized 
wire-mesh is its accessory.

CIRCULAR EXTERIOR AIR LOUVERS IZDHP-2

 EXTERIOR AIR LOUVERS         İDHP-1

İzven İZAP model acoustic louvers are used to reduce the transmission of sound 
from the channel at the air wing tips. Casing and wings can be made of galvanized 
sheet, case and wings can be made from aluminum or stainless. Electrostatic 
powder paint can be made upon request. Standard colors are RAL 9010 and 9016. 
Other colors are provided with oven paint.

İZAPACOUSTIC LOUVERS
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İZF   FİLTERS

The need for qualified air in the air conditioning sector arises in special 
applications such as special comfort, hygiene, electronics and so on. Air heat, 
humidity and so on. In addition to conditioned steering, the cleaning of the air 
(purification) is of utmost importance east. This purification process can be 
provided by “FILTER” with many types.

İZHF   HEPA FILTER PLENUM BOX

The İzven İZFP plenum type filterboxes are designed and produced in accordance 
the clean room technologies and they are suitable for the application of di erent 
types of ceiling di users. They are one of the basic elements to be utilized in clean 
rooms in accordance with US Federal Standart 209E and EN ISO 14644-4. Hepa 
filters specified as H13 and H14 in accordance with EN 1182 are being used. With 
the application of the filters the necessory IAQ is being created in the sterile 
rooms in hospitals, surgical operation rooms, in pharmaceutical, optical and in
electronical industries.

İFP       HEPA FILTERED PLENUM BOXES

-

İLAU   LAMINAR FLOWED CEILINGS

İzven İLAU model laminar flowed ceilings are ideal ventilation elements for 
operating rooms and applications requiring sterile environment. Very low 
enumeration of particles and bacteria are taken in the application area.

CLEAN ROOM EQUIPMENTS

İzven İFP model ceiling type cabinets are used with the purpose of providing 
suitable air environment with H13 and H14 filters in environment that needs 
sterilized locale like optics, electronic, medication, operating room. Filtered 
plenums are the main ventilation product used in the implementation of clean 
room technology. They are produced in two types as lateral and top entrance.
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SILENCERS

İzven İYSA and İDSA model circular section duct type silencers are
designed with the aim of reducing the sound intensity caused by the elements
moving to the air and air friction. They are produced in two main types as
circular concentric splitter (EDSA) and without splitter (EYSA).

İzven İSA model rectangular section duct type silencers are designed with
the aim of reducing the sound intensity caused by the elements moving to the
air and air friction. They are designed and manufactured according to the
demand and need.

İSA RECTANGULAR SECTION DUCT TYPE SILENCERS

İYSA-İDSA           CIRCULAR SECTION DUCT TYPE SILENCERS



VENTILATION FANS
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Ventilating fans are devices that provide airflow by bringing pressure di�erence into being. Thanks to the pressure di�erence created, hot or 
cold air is directed in the desired direction.

İzven aims to use energy more e�ciently with the new generation fans we produce.

Roof-top Aspirator Fan

Circular Duct Type Fan

Ventilating Fans

Smoke Removal Fan Compression Fan



İzven İklimlendirme Ekipmanları San. ve Tic. A.Ş.

info@izven.com
www.izven.com

+90 232 257 50 51

Bahçelievler Mah. Sakarya Cad. No: 17 
Yazıbaşı, Torbalı, İzmir, Turkey 
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